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ABSTRACT
In social media, the magnitude of information propagation
hinges on the virality and susceptibility of users spreading
and receiving the information respectively, as well as the
virality of information items. These users’ and items’ be-
havioral factors evolve dynamically at the same time inter-
acting with one another. Previous works however measure
the factors statically and independently in a restricted case:
each user has only a single adoption on each item, and/or
users’ exposure to items are observable. In this work, we in-
vestigate the inter-relationship among the factors and users’
multiple adoptions on items to propose both new static and
temporal models for measuring the factors without requir-
ing user - item exposure. These models are designed to cope
with even more realistic propagation scenarios where an item
may be propagated many times from the same user(s) to
the same other user(s). We further propose an incremental
model for measuring the factors in large data streams. We
evaluated the proposed models and existing models through
extensive experiments on a large Twitter dataset covering
information propagation in one month. The experiments
show that our proposed models can effectively mine the be-
havioral factors and outperform the existing ones in a prop-
agation prediction task. The incremental model is shown
more than 10 times faster than the temporal model, while
still obtains very similar results.
Keywords
Virality, Susceptibility, User behavior, Information propa-
gation
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Information propagation is a key feature in social media.
The propagated information item can be a message, URL,
hashtag, or some other unit of information. An item x is ex-
posed to a user v when x is adopted by v’s friend(s) u. If v
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decides to adopt x after being exposed to x, we say that x is
propagated from u to v, or v - the infected user - is infected
with x by u - the propagating user. Examples of item prop-
agation includes re-sharing a URL, reusing a hashtag, and
retweeting (forwarding) tweets previously posted by other
users. Generally, a user may adopt an item multiple times,
and also an item can be propagated multiple times from the
same propagating user to the same infected user.
Previous empirical studies have shown that information
propagation can be attributed to three behavioral factors:
(a) virality of the propagating users, (b) susceptibility of the
infected user, and (c) virality of the items [33, 9, 30, 7, 32,
24]. User virality refers to the ability of a user to propagate
items to other users, while user susceptibility refers to the
tendency of a user to be infected with items propagated from
others. Item virality refers to the tendency of an item to at-
tract many adoptions by users through propagation. The
modeling of these factors is vital to many important appli-
cations. For example, viral information can be exploited
for advertisement and marketing [20]. One may leverage
on viral users to dispel rumors or to conduct campaigning
[27]. Finally, one may detect important events mentioned
by non-susceptible users [1].
There has been a few works on measuring one or more
of the above three behavioral factors. They however suffer
from major shortcomings due to the following assumptions.
Independent behavioral factors assumption. While
there are empirical research suggesting inter-relationships
exist among the three behavioral factors [37, 40, 2, 32, 16],
most previous works still model each factor independently
from one another (e.g., [9, 11, 2, 34, 7, 12]). That is, vi-
rality of an information items is measured simply by ag-
gregating the item’s propagation, without considering viral-
ity of propagating users nor susceptibility of infected users,
hence leading to inaccurate modeling results. For example,
in Twitter, trivial messages (e.g., simple thoughts, status
update, or greetings) posted by celebrities can be highly
propagated, and hence measured by existing models as viral
messages. However, these messages are indeed not viral, and
their propagation mostly due to the celebrities’ virality or
the susceptibility of the celebrities’ followers. Also, similar
remarks are applicable to existing works that measure users’
virality and susceptibility. There are also few exceptional
existing models that consider the factors’ inter-relationships
[17, 18]. These models are however computationally expen-
sive when applied to large data streams.
User exposure-to-item assumption. Exposure to item
is the pre-condition of one adopting an item through in-
formation propagation. In social media, such knowledge is
mostly not publicly available [25]. All existing models how-
ever make this assumption to simplify the measurement of
the behavioral factors (e.g., [11, 29, 17, 18]). They there-
fore could not be used when only users’ item adoption and
propagation can be observed.
One infection per item assumption. In many appli-
cations, a user can adopt and be infected with the same item
multiple times, even from the same propagating user. For
example, in Twitter, a user can be infected multiple times
with a hashtag/URL by retweeting different tweets contain-
ing the hashtag/URL. The existing models would however
dismiss the second and subsequent adoptions/ infections of
the same item (e.g., [34, 29, 17]), thus not being able to
handle these real world scenarios.
Temporal dynamics of the behavioral factors. Em-
pirical studies have shown that virality and susceptibility
factors change rapidly [9, 22]. Nevertheless, to the best of
our knowledge, there are no existing models that consider
these temporal dynamics and cope with the continuously
updated propagation data streams.
1.2 Research Objective
In this work, we focus on tracking the users’ and informa-
tion items’ behavioral factors in social media, addressing the
aforementioned shortcomings. Our goal is to develop models
that (a) consider the behavioral factors’ inter-relationships
while do not require knowledge about user-item exposure
nor restrict users’ number adoptions/ infections per item,
and (b) consider the factors’ temporal dynamics while al-
low incremental computation so as to cope with large data
streams.
Our work here is related to but different from research on
modeling and maximizing information propagation. These
research focus on (a) deriving the propagation rate (e.g.,
[26]), (b) predicting the number of users adopting informa-
tion item(s) in the future [39, 10], and (c) seeding early
adopters under some constraints so that to maximize items’
adoption (e.g., [21]). In contrast, our work focuses on deriv-
ing users’ and items’ behavioral factors from the observed
propagation. Also, this work also differs from modeling ef-
fects of users’ and items’ characteristics on the behavioral
factors. Though the effects have been shown exist (e.g., [24,
6, 35]), modeling them is beyond the scope of this work.
1.3 Contribution and Paper Outline
We make the following contributions in this work.
● We propose an effective weighting scheme to assign tempo-
ral weights to items’ adoption and propagation instances.
This weighting scheme allows us to give more importance
to the recent adoption and propagation instances, as well
as to update the weights incrementally.
● We propose both new static and new temporal models for
modeling users’ and items’ behavioral factors in propa-
gation. Our models are built upon the above temporal
weighting scheme, considering the temporal dynamics of
the factors and their inter-relationships.
● We also propose an incremental model for efficiently mea-
suring the factors from large data streams. This model
is developed based on ranking of users in a graph built
from propagation data. The model’s spatial complexity is
linear to the number of users, and its’ computational cost
for incremental updating is almost constant.
● We evaluate our proposed models and other baselines in
a large dataset spanning one month. The results show
that our proposed models are more intuitive. Our models
also outperform the baselines in predicting retweet counts.
We also show that the incremental model is more than
10 times faster than the temporal models, yet obtaining
results that are very similar.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
covers the related works. We introduce notations and exist-
ing models in Section 3. We describe our proposed static,
temporal, and incremental models in Sections 4, 5, and 6
respectively. Next, we present the experiments to evaluate
the models in Section 7. Finally, we conclude the paper and
discuss some future works in Section 8.
2. RELATED WORK
Empirical study. Wu et al. [40] first showed the ef-
fect of elite and ordinary users on information propagation.
Later works examined the effect of more fine-grained user
factors (e.g., trustworthy and authority of the propagating
users), and the network connecting the users [33, 5, 24, 6].
Suh et al. [33] illustrated the effects of items’ content on
their propagation. These findings were subsequently con-
firmed by Romero et al. [30] who examined the propaga-
tion of contents of different topics. More recent works have
also shown the effects of items’ sentiment [15] and linguistic
characteristics [35]. Stieglitz et al. [32] and Hoang et al.
[16] investigated the effects of both user and item factors on
propagation of political content in Twitter. These empir-
ical works suggest that both user and item factors matter
in information propagation, and more importantly there are
inter-relationships among the users’ and item’s behavioral
factors.
Modeling virality and susceptibility. Most of exist-
ing works only measure the behavioral factors one at a time.
In these works, user virality is often measured based on the
number of items the user has propagated, or the number of
friends the user has propagated the item(s) to [14, 19, 9].
Similarly, user susceptibility is often measured based on the
numbers of times the user has exposed and been infected
with items[11, 2]. An item’s virality is often measured sim-
ply based on the numbers of times the item is adopted or
propagated [34, 7, 39, 28], or the structure of its propagation
cascades [12, 10]. Different from these works, we propose to
jointly model all the factors in a common framework based
on their inter-relationships.
The works in [17, 18] are closest to this work as they study
the inter-dependencies among the factors. These works how-
ever assume the availability of information about users’ ex-
posures to items, and do not consider users’ multiple in-
fections with the same item. In this paper, we drop both
assumptions. Moreover, we further propose an incremental
model for computing the factors from data streams.
Also related are works on finding influential users in social
media, e.g., [38, 29, 1, 31]. These works however do not
consider the user and item factors together. The notion of
user influence is related to but not the same as user virality.
A user’s influence is an aggregated behavior of the user that
may affect other users’ behaviors, while virality is about the
user’s specific ability in propagating information items.
Table 1: Notations
(u, x) Adoption instance: user u adopts item x
(u, x, v) Propagation instance: u propagates x to v
a(u, x) Number of times user u adopts item x
at(u, x) Temporally weighted variant of a(u, x) up to time t
p(u, x, v) Number of times user u propagates item x to user v
pt(u, x, v) Temporally weighted variant of p(u, x, v) up to time t
Upro/Uinf Sets of propagating/ infected users
Upro,t/Uinf,t Sets of propagating/ infected users up to time t
t(o) Time label of adoption/ propagation instance o
buitem(u) Unbiasness of user u with respect to items
buitem,t(u) Temporally weighted variant of buitem(u) at time t
buinf(u) Unbiasness of user u with respect to infected users
buinf,t(u) Temporally weighted variant of buinf(u) at time t
bxpro(x) Unbiasness of item x with respect propagating users
bxpro,t(x) Temporally weighted variant of bxpro(x) at time t
bxinf (x) Unbiasness of item x with respect infected users
bxinf,t(x) Temporally weighted variant of bxinf(x) at time t
bvitem(v) Unbiasness of user v with respect to items
bvitem,t(v) Temporally weighted variant of bvitem(v) at time t
bvpro(v) Unbiasness of user v with respect to propagating users
bvpro,t(v) Temporally weighted variant of bvpro(v) at time t
Vmm(u) Virality of user u as measured by model mm
Vmm,t(u) Vmm(u) at time t
Smm(v) Susceptibility of user v as measured by model mm
Smm,t(v) Smm(v) at time t
Imm(x) Virality of item x at time t as measured by model mm
Imm,t(x) Imm(x) at time t
3. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
3.1 Notations
Our main notations are listed in Table 1. Each time user
u adopts item x is called an adoption instance and denoted
by (u,x). Similarly, each time u propagates x to user v
is called a propagation instance and denoted by (u,x, v).
We use a(u,x) and p(u,x, v) to denote the numbers of
(u,x) and (u,x, v) instances respectively. For simplicity,
we use p(u,x, ⋅) to denote ∑v p(u,x, v); p(⋅, x, ⋅) to denote
∑u,v p(u,x, v); and so on. The sets of propagating and in-
fected users are then denoted by Upro and Uinf respectively.
The virality of a propagating user u as derived by a model
called mm is denoted by Vmm(u). Similarly, we use Smm(v)
and Imm(x) to denote the susceptibility of infected user v
and virality of item x as measured by mm respectively.
We also show in Table 1 the notations for temporal models
whose description will be given in the subsequent sections.
3.2 Existing Models
In previous works, models for measuring the users’ and
items’ behavioral factors are designed for static propagation
data. These models also measure the factors independently
from one another.
User virality models. Existing user virality models in-
clude fan-out [14, 19] and propagation count [9]. The
fan-out of user u, denoted by Vfo(u) is defined by the aver-
age number of times u propagates item(s) per u’s adoption.
Formally,
Vfo(u) =
∑v∑x p(u,x, v)
∑x a(u,x)
=
p(u, ⋅, ⋅)
a(u, ⋅)
The propagation count of u, denoted by Vpc(u), is defined
by the number of times u propagates item(s). Formally,
Vpc(u) = p(u, ⋅, ⋅)
User susceptibility models. Fan-in, the generalized
form of linear threshold [13] and k-exposure concepts [30],
is often used to measure user susceptibility. The fan-in of
user v, is defined as the likelihood that v is infected with an
item after being exposed to the item. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 1, user-item exposure is usually not available. Hence,
only infection count is measurable. The infection count of
user v, denoted by Sic(v), is the number of v’s infections.
Formally,
Sic(v) =∑u,xp(u,x, v) = p(⋅, ⋅, v)
Item virality models. The appropriate models for item
virality include popularity [34, 7, 39] and viral coefficient
[28]. Popularity of an item x, denoted by Ip(x), is measured
by the number of times x is adopted, or the number of times
x is propagated. However, highly adopted items are not
always well propagated since users may adopt them due to
some external factors that are unobservable. Therefore, it
is more reasonable to use the number of times an item is
propagated to measure its popularity. That is,
Ip(x) = ∑u,v p(u,x, v) = p(⋅, x, ⋅)
The viral coefficient of x, denoted by Ivc(x), is defined by
the average number of x’s propagation per its adoption. For-
mally,
Ivc(x) =
∑u∑v p(u,x, v)
∑u a(u,x)
=
p(⋅, x, ⋅)
a(⋅, x)
4. STATIC MUTUAL DEPENDENCY & UN-
BIASED MODEL
In this section, we develop a new static model for mea-
suring the users’ and items’ behavioral factors. We start by
stating the principles used for model design. We then de-
scribe the model in details. Lastly, we present the algorithm
for computing the factors from the model.
4.1 Model Principles
Our models are designed based on following principles.
Mutual dependencies among user virality, user sus-
ceptibility, and item virality.
● A viral item is one that can be propagated by non-viral
users to non-susceptible users.
● A viral user is one who can propagate non-viral items to
non-susceptible users.
● A susceptible user is one who can be infected with non-
viral items that are propagated by non-viral users.
Unbiasness of user virality, user susceptibility, and
item virality.
● A viral item x should be propagated from different propa-
gating users to different infected users. This prevents x’s
virality from being biased by a single (or very few) user
frequently propagating or infected with x.
● A viral user u should propagate multiple items and to
multiple other users. In other words, it should not be the
case that an (or very few) item propagated or a (or very
few) user infected by u multiple times would make u viral.
● A susceptible user v should be infected with different items
and by different propagating users. This prevents the sus-
ceptibility of v from being biased by a single (or very few)
item or a single (or very few) propagating user.
4.2 The Proposed Model
We now present the staticMutual Dependency & Un-
biased Model (mdumodel), for measuring the virality and
susceptibility factors following the above model principles.
For mdu model, we use Vmdu(u), Smdu(v), and Imdu(x) to
denote the virality of user u, the susceptibility of user v, and
the virality of item x respectively.
To capture the mutual dependencies among the be-
havioral factors, we measure each factor based on the two
others. We first let each (u,x, v) instance represents a unit
of propagation work. We assume that this work effort is dis-
tributed among u, x, and v. Virality of x, virality of u, and
susceptibility of v are then measured by the total amount of
propagation work accumulated from all their propagation in-
stances after discounting the efforts of the two others. That
is,
Imdu(x) = ∑u,v p(u,x, v)(1 −wu(u,x, v) −wv(u,x, v)) (1)
Vmdu(u) = ∑x,v p(u,x, v)(1 −wx(u,x, v) −wv(u,x, v)) (2)
Smdu(v) = ∑u,x p(u,x, v)(1 −wx(u,x, v) −wu(u,x, v)) (3)
where wu(u,x, v), wv(u,x, v), and wx(u,x, v) are respec-
tively the work efforts of u, v, and x in each (u,x, v) in-
stance.
For simplicity, we assume that x’s work effort is equally
shared among all its propagation instances. That means
wx(u,x, v) = αImdu(x)/p(⋅, x, ⋅) where α > 0 is the scaling
parameter. Similarly, we assume thatwu(u,x, v) = αVmdu(u)/
p(u, ⋅, ⋅) and wv(u,x, v) = αSmdu(v)/p(⋅, ⋅, v). We choose
α = 0.5 to ensure thatwx(u,x, v), wu(u,x, v), andwv(u,x, v)
are positive when 0 < Vmdu(u) < p(u, ⋅, ⋅), 0 < Smdu(v) <
p(⋅, ⋅, v), and 0 < Imdu(x) < p(⋅, x, ⋅) as suggested by Equa-
tions 1, 2, and 3. Hence,
Imdu(x) = ∑u,v p(u,x, v)(1 −
Vmdu(u)
2p(u,⋅,⋅)
− Smdu(v)
2p(⋅,⋅,v)
) (4)
Vmdu(u) = ∑x,v p(u,x, v)(1 −
Imdu(x)
2p(⋅,x,⋅)
− Smdu(v)
2p(⋅,⋅,v)
) (5)
Smdu(v) = ∑u,x p(u,x, v)(1 −
Vmdu(u)
2p(u,⋅,⋅)
− Imdu(x)
2p(⋅,x,⋅)
) (6)
Next, we measure the unbiasness of the virality of item
x with respect to propagating users, denoted by bxpro(x),
based on the entropy of the distribution of x’ propagation
instances over its propagating users. Formally, bxpro(x) is
defined as follows.
bxpro(x) = Z( −∑u
p(u,x,⋅)
p(⋅,x,⋅)
log p(u,x,⋅)
p(⋅,x,⋅)
, ∣{u: p(u,x, ⋅) > 0}∣)
where Z is the normalization function defined as below.
Z(e, d) = δ + (1 − δ)[e/ log(d)]
where δ ∈ (0,1). If e and d are the entropy and the dimen-
sion of some multinomial distribution respectively, then e ∈
[0, log(d)], making Z(e, d) ∈ [δ,1]. When item x is propa-
gated by only one user, the entropy −∑u
p(u,x,⋅)
p(⋅,x,⋅)
log p(u,x,⋅)
p(⋅,x,⋅)
=
0, making bxpro(x) = δ. We therefore set δ > 0 as we expect
propagated items to have some degree of virality. Similarly,
we measure the unbiasness of the virality of x with respect
to its infected users, denoted by bxinf (x), as follows.
bxinf (x) = Z( −∑v
p(⋅,x,v)
p(⋅,x,⋅)
log p(⋅,x,v)
p(⋅,x,⋅)
, ∣{v: p(⋅, x, v) > 0}∣)
The unbiasness of user u’s virality with respect to items
and infected users, denoted by buitem(u) and buinf(u), and
of user v’s susceptibility with respect to items and propagat-
ing users, denoted by bvitem(v) and bvpro(v), are measured
in the same way. That is,
buitem(u) = Z( −∑x
p(u,x,⋅)
p(u,⋅,⋅)
log p(u,x,⋅)
p(u,⋅,⋅)
, ∣{x: p(u,x, ⋅) > 0}∣)
buinf(u) = Z( −∑v
p(u,⋅,v)
p(u,⋅,⋅)
log p(u,⋅,v)
p(u,⋅,⋅)
, ∣{v: p(u, ⋅, v) > 0}∣)
bvitem(v) = Z( −∑x
p(⋅,x,v)
p(⋅,⋅,v)
log p(⋅,x,v)
p(⋅,⋅,v)
, ∣{x: p(⋅, x, v) > 0}∣)
bvpro(v) = Z( −∑u
p(u,⋅,v)
p(⋅,⋅,v)
log p(u,⋅,v)
p(⋅,⋅,v)
, ∣{u: p(u, ⋅, v) > 0}∣)
Finally, we combine the unbiasness and mutual depen-
dency principles by using users’ and items’ unbiasness mea-
sured as above to regularize the right hand sides of Equa-
tions 4, 5, and 6. This leads to the mdu model as follows.
Imdu(x) = [∑u,v p(u,x, v)(1 −
Vmdu(u)
2p(u,⋅,⋅)
− Smdu(v)
2p(⋅,v,⋅)
)]⋅
⋅ [bxpro(x) ⋅ bxinf (x)]
β
(7)
Vmdu(u) = [∑x,v p(u, v,x)(1 −
Imdu(x)
2p(⋅,⋅,x)
− Smdu(v)
2p(⋅,v,⋅)
)]⋅
⋅ [buitem(u) ⋅ buinf(u)]
β
(8)
Smdu(v) = [∑u,x p(u, v,x)(1 −
Imdu(x)
2p(⋅,⋅,x)
− Vmdu(u)
2p(u,⋅,⋅)
)]⋅
⋅ [bvpro(v) ⋅ bvitem(v)]
β
(9)
In Equations 7, 8, and 9, β > 0 is a predefined parameter.
We use β to moderate the weight of the unbiasness of the
factors relative to their mutual dependency.
4.3 Model Computation
We employ the following iterative computation method
to compute the users’ and items’ behavioral factors in the
mdu model. Starting from a random initialization of these
factors, we iteratively update each factor based on the two
others using Equations 7, 8, and 9 respectively. This pro-
cess repeats until we reach a predefined maximum number
of iterations or when the values converge.
It can be shown that the Equations 7, 8, and 9 form
a contraction map [42] in the space S = ∏x[0,p(⋅, x, ⋅)] ×
∏u∈Upro[0,p(u, ⋅, ⋅)] × ∏v∈Uinf [0,p(⋅, ⋅, v)] where ∏ is the
Cartesian product of the sets1. This means if we initial-
ize Imdu(x), Vmdu(u), and Smdu(v) by any random value in
[0,p(⋅, x, ⋅)], [0,p(u, ⋅, ⋅)], and [0,p(⋅, ⋅, v)] respectively, the
above iterative computation method for the mdu model al-
ways converges to the same unique solution.
5. TEMPORAL MODELS
Given propagation data observed up to time t, the above
static models only measure users’ and items’ cumulative be-
havioral factors up to time t, but not those at time t. In the
following, we first present a scheme for assigning temporal
weights to data instances. We then use the scheme to extend
the static models to their temporal variants so that we can
obtain the values of the factors at time t.
We use t(o) to denote the time label of the adoption/
propagation instance o. The temporally weighted num-
ber of times u adopts x up to time t is then denoted by
at(u,x). Similarly, we denote the temporally weighted
number of times u propagates x to v up to time t by
pt(u,x). Virality of user u derived by the modelmm at time
is denoted Vmm,t(u). The notations Smm,t(v) and Imm,t(x)
are similarly defined.
5.1 Temporal Weighting Scheme
A simple temporal weighting scheme is to let the adop-
tion and propagation instances decay over time. That is,
at time t, each observed instance o is weighted by ǫt−t(o)
where ǫ ∈ (0,1). However, this scheme requires us to update
at(u,x) and pt(u,x, v) for all users u, v and all items x after
every time step. The updating is therefore computationally
1We however cannot include the proof in this paper due to
the space limitation
expensive and redundant as, in each time step t, the new
adoption/ propagation instances at t only involve relatively
small sets of users and items. Therefore, instead of decaying
the weight of the older instances by ǫ, we exponentially am-
plify weight of the newer instances by 1/ǫ. More precisely,
we assign to each instance o the weight (1/ǫ)t(o). This is
relatively the same with time decaying weighting scheme,
but we only need to update at(u,x) and pt(u,x, v) for u,
v, and x having adoption/ propagation instances at t. The
updating is as follows.
at(u,x) = at−1(u,x) + ∣{o = (u,x) ∶ t(o) = t}∣ ⋅ (1/ǫ)t
pt(u,x, v) = pt−1(u,x, v) + ∣{o = (u,x, v) ∶ t(o) = t}∣ ⋅ (1/ǫ)t
where ∣{o = (u,x) ∶ t(o) = t}∣ and ∣{o = (u,x, v) ∶ t(o) = t}∣ are
simply the numbers of (u,x) and (u,x, v) at t respectively.
5.2 Temporal Extension of Existing Models
Using the above weighting scheme, the static existing mod-
els can now be extent to handle temporal propagation data
by substituting a(u,x) and p(u,x, v) by at(u,x) and pt(u,x, v)
respectively. For example, the temporal fan-out of user u
at time t, denoted by Vfo,t(u), is defined as follows.
Vfo,t(u) =
pt(u, ⋅, ⋅)
∑x at(u,x)
In the similar spirit, we extend propagation count, infec-
tion count, popularity, and viral coefficient to tem-
poral propagation count, temporal infection count,
temporal popularity, and temporal viral coefficient
respectively. Due to space limitation, we shall not include
their definitions herewith.
5.3 Temporal Mutual Dependency & Unbiased
Model
We now extend the mdu model further to a temporal
model, called theTemporal Mutual Dependency & Un-
biased Model (t-mdu model). Similar to above, the main
idea here is to use temporally weighted variants of the num-
ber of propagation instances, and those of users’ and items’
unbiasness. That is, at time t, the temporal susceptibility
Smdu,t(v) of user v is computed from users’ temporal virality
Vmdu,t(u) and items’ temporal virality Imdu,t(x) as follows.
Smdu,t(v) = [∑u,x pt(u, v,x)(1−
Imdu,t(x)
2pt(⋅, ⋅, x)
−
Vmdu,t(u)
2pt(u, ⋅, ⋅)
)]⋅
⋅ [bvpro,t(v) ⋅ bvitem,t(v)]
β
where bvpro,t(v) and bvitem,t(v) are the temporally weighted
variants at t of bvpro(v) and bvitem(v) respectively. These
two temporal unbiasness are defined as follows.
bvpro,t(v) = Z(−∑u
pt(u,⋅,v)
pt(⋅,⋅,v)
log pt(u,⋅,v)
pt(⋅,⋅,v)
, ∣{u: p(u, ⋅, v) > 0}∣)
bvitem,t(v) = Z(−∑x
pt(⋅,x,v)
pt(⋅,⋅,v)
log pt(⋅,x,v)
pt(⋅,⋅,v)
, ∣{x: p(⋅, x, v) > 0}∣)
The temporal unbiasness and temporal virality of users
and items are derived from their static variants in the same
way. Again, we leave out these derivation due to space lim-
itation.
Similar to mdu model, we employ the iterative algorithm
(presented in Section 4.3) to compute users’ and items’ fac-
tors in t-mdu model. It can be shown that if we initialize
Imdu,t(x), Vmdu,t(u), and Smdu,t(v) by any random value
in [0,pt(⋅, x, ⋅)], [0,pt(u, ⋅, ⋅)], and [0,pt(⋅, ⋅, v)] respectively,
the iterative computation method for t-mdu model always
converges to a unique solution.
6. INCREMENTAL MODEL
In both mdu and t-mdu models, the iterative compu-
tation method used for computing the factors may require
many iterations incurring significant computation overheads.
We therefore introduce in this section an incremental model
for working with large data streams.
6.1 Overview of the Incremental Approach
The main idea of our incremental method is first to find
an assignment of the whole amount propagation work to
users (without involving the items). We call this assignment
propagation rank. We are interested in the rank that can be
incrementally updated. We then measure the behavioral
factors directly from the propagation rank using a variant
of the mutual dependency principle. At each time step t,
our incremental method includes the following steps.
Step 1: Incremental updating of users’ propaga-
tion rank. In this step, we assign the whole amount of prop-
agation work carried by the observed propagation instances
to users. Let Upro,t and Uinf,t denote the sets of propagating
users and infected users observed up to time t respectively.
We assign to each u ∈ Upro,t a propagation rank score
πpro,t(u) based on the propagation instances where u plays
the role of propagating user. Similarly, we assign to each
v ∈ Uinf,t a propagation rank score πinf,t(v) based on
the propagation instances where v plays the role of infected
user. We aim to find the rank that is unit normalized, i.e.,
∑u πpro,t(u) + ∑v πinf,t(v) = 1, and can be updated incre-
mentally. The propagation rank and its incremental update
shall be elaborated in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 respectively.
Step 2: Computing users’ and items’ behavioral
factors using the propagation rank. In this step, we
compute the behavioral factors based on the following prin-
ciple, which is an adaptation of the mutual dependency prin-
ciple (see Section 4).
● A viral item is one that can be propagated from low prop-
agation rank propagating users to low propagation rank
infected users.
● A viral user is one who can propagate non-viral items to
low propagation rank infected users.
● A susceptible user is one who can be infected with non-
viral items that are propagated to her by non-viral users.
Similar to the mdu and t-mdu models, virality of an item
is now derived from the propagation rank of its propagating
users and infected users as below.
Iinc,t(x) = [∑u,v pt(u,x, v)(1 − πpro,t(u) − πinf,t)]⋅
⋅ [bxpro,t(x) ⋅ bxinf,t(x)]
β
(10)
Users’ virality and susceptibility are then defined as follows.
Vinc,t(u) = [∑x,v pt(u, v,x)(1 −
Iinc,t(x)
2p(⋅,⋅,x)
− πinf,t(v))]⋅
⋅ [buitem,t(u) ⋅ buinf,t(u)]
β
(11)
Sinc,t(v) = [∑u,x pt(u, v,x)(1 −
Iinc,t(x)
2pt(⋅,⋅,x)
− Vinc,t(u)
2pt(u,⋅,⋅)
)]⋅
⋅ [bvpro,t(v) ⋅ bvitem,t(v)]
β
(12)
6.2 Propagation Rank
Our propagation rank is defined for users in a graph, called
propagation graph, specially constructed from propaga-
tion data.
u x v pt(u,x, v)
u1 x1 v1 5.2
u1 x2 v1 3.3
u1 x2 v2 4
u2 x1 v1 2.7
u2 x2 v2 3
u2 x3 v2 1.5
(a)
u1
u2
v1
v2
5.2
3.3
2.7
1.5
4
3
(b)
Figure 1: Illustrative example of (a)
propagation data up to some time t,
and (b) the propagation graph con-
structed from the data.
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Figure 2: Sampling edges for user u2 in Figure 1 (b) using alias
sampling method: (a) weight of u2 edges; (b) the alias built for u2; (c)
and (d) determining the edges corresponding to w1 = 2.5 and w2 = 6.3.
Propagation graph. The propagation graph Gt rep-
resents the relationship between propagating users and in-
fected users up to time t. Gt is a weighted bipartite multi-
graph with two sets of nodes, Upro,t and Uinf,t. If, up to t,
u has propagated item x to v, an edge e(u,x, v) with weight
pt(u,x, v) is then defined between user node u and user node
v. Multiple edges thus exist between user nodes as multiple
items may be propagated among the same users.
Figure 1 (a) shows an example propagation data up to a
certain time step, and Figure 1 (b) shows the propagation
graph constructed from the data. In this example, u1 has
propagated both x1 and x2 to v1. Hence, there are two
edges between user node u1 and user node v1 with weights
pt(u1, x1, v1) and pt(u1, x2, v1) respectively.
Ranking on propagation graph. At each time t, we
want to assign to each user u a rank score πpro,t(u) that
captures u’s total propagation work effort up to t where u
plays the propagating user role. Also, we want to assign
to each user v a rank score πinf,t(u) that captures v’s to-
tal propagation work effort up to t where v plays the in-
fected user role. We therefore associate each edge from user
node u to user node v with an amount of propagation work
that u assigns to v to complete. This amount is defined by
pt(u,x,v)
pt(u,⋅,)˙
× πpro,t(u). Similarly, we also associate the same
edge with an amount of propagation work that v attributes
to u. This amount is defined by pt(u,x,v)
pt(⋅,,˙v)
× πinf,t(v). The
propagation rank of a user node is then the total amount of
work other users assign to her. That is,
πpro,t(u) =
d
∣Upro,t∣ + ∣Uinf,t∣
+ (1 − d)∑
x,v
pt(u,x, v)
pt(u, ⋅, ⋅)
πinf,t(v)
πinf,t(v) =
d
∣Upro,t∣ + ∣Uinf,t∣
+ (1 − d)∑
u,x
pt(u,x, v)
pt(⋅, ⋅, v)
πpro,t(u)
where d ∈ (0,1) is a predefined parameter. We use d to make
the propagation rank positive and unit normalized.
6.3 Incremental Computation of Propagation
Rank
Approximating propagation rank by random walks.
The propagation rank defined above is effectively the pager-
ank of user nodes in Gt [8]. We therefore employ the ran-
dom walk-based method to approximate the rank efficiently
and incrementally [3]. We sample N = ∣Upro,t∣ + ∣Uinf,t ∣ ran-
dom walks on Gt, each starts from a node of Gt and has
the maximum length of L for a small L (e.g., 20). At each
step of a random walk, we stop walking with probability d
(the same d as above), and otherwise traverse one of the cur-
rent node’s edges with probability proportional to the edges’
weight. For each node n in Gt, we use Vt(n) to denote the
number of times n is visited by all the random walks (also
called the visit count of n), and let Vt(⋅) = ∑nVt(n). It
has been shown that Vt(n)
Vt(⋅)
heavily concentrates around the
pagerank score of node n [3]. This means, for ∀u ∈ Upro,t and
∀v ∈ Uinf,t, the propagation rank πpro,t(u) and πinf,t(v) can
be very well approximated by Vt(u)
Vt(⋅)
and Vt(v)
Vt(⋅)
respectively.
Sampling random walks in amortized linear time.
Simple edge sampling methods for randomwalks on a weighted
graph are costly. To select one ofm edges of the current node
n to be traversed, a simple edge sampling method requires
O(m) operations. We now reduce this overhead to O(1)
using the alias sampling method [36]. In this method,
we first build for each user node n an alias. This alias re-
distributes the edge weights of node n into m uniform bins.
The redistribution is such that each bin will be assigned the
full or partial weights of at most two edges, and the sum of
these weights equals to the average weight ω of all m edges
[36]. For example, Figure 2 (a) shows the edges of user node
u2 in Figure 1 (b), and Figure 2 (b) shows the alias of the
node. Here, the average weight ω = (2.7 + 3 + 1.5)/3 = 2.4.
Bin b0’s is assigned a partial weight of edge e(u2, x1, v1). Bin
b1’s is assigned weights of 0.3 from edge e(u2, x1, v1) and 2.1
from edge e(u2, x2, v2); and bin b2 is assigned weights of 0.9
from edge e(u2, x2, v2) and 1.5 of edge e(u2, x3, v2).
Using the alias, we now can sample the edge to traverse
for the random walks in O(1) operations. We first ran-
domly choose one of the alias bins, say b. If there is only
one edge assigned to b, then the edge is selected. Other-
wise, there are two edges assigned to b, say e1 and e2. Let
w(e1, b) and w(e2, b) denote the (partial) weights of e1 and
e2 redistributed to b respectively. We generate a random
number ω uniformly from [0, ω]. If ω ≤ w(e1, b) then e1
is selected, otherwise e2 is selected. For example, in Fig-
ure 2 (c), the selected bin is b0 which is assigned with only
edge e(u2, x1, v1). Hence edge e(u2, x1, v1) is selected. Sim-
ilarly, in Figure 2 (d), the selected bin is b2 which are as-
signed with edges e(u2, x2, vv) and e(u2, x3, vv). Since the
randomly generated number ω = 1.5, edge e(u2, x3, vv) is se-
lected as 1.5 > 0.9 which is the partial weight of e(u2, x3, v2)
redistributed to b2.
The cost for building the alias for each node is linear to its
number of edges [36], making the cost for sampling (many)
edges for the node an amortized constant. The total cost of
random walk sampling is then amortized linear to the num-
ber of walks and the walks’ maximum length, i.e., O(N ×L).
Incremental approximation of propagation rank.
We store at each node of Gt information of all the random
walks that visit the node. At node n, the stored information
of a walk includes: (a) the number of times the walk visits n,
and (b) the pair(s) of previous and next nodes of n of each
visit. Hence, we can trace back and forth any walk visiting
a node, and easily remove the walk in O(L) operations.
In our temporal weighting scheme (see Section 5.1), a new
propagation instance (u,x, v) only changes the weight of one
edge u-to-v in Gt. Hence, only walks that visit u or v are
affected by (u,x, v) instance. To update the propagation
rank approximation, we first remove all the walks visiting
u or v and also reduce the visit counts of nodes visited by
those walks accordingly. We then re-sample those walks
from their starting nodes, and update the visit counts and
the approximation of propagation rank as above.
Cost analysis. For u ∈ Upro,t, let Wt(u) be the number
of random walks visiting u. Obviously, Wt(u) ≤ Vt(u) =
πpro,t(u) ⋅Vt(⋅), hence:
Wt(u) ≤maxuˆ{πpro,t(uˆ)} ⋅Vt(⋅) (13)
Moreover, it is shown in [23, 4] that if Gt is a power law
graph (which often hold in practice) then: (i) the pagerank
scores of nodes in Gt also follow power law distribution with
exponent θ ∈ (0,1); and (ii) the maximum pagerank score is
approximately equal to 1−θ
N1−θ
. This means,
maxuˆ,vˆ{πpro,t(uˆ), πinf,t(vˆ)} ≈ 1 − θ
N1−θ
(14)
Since at each step, we stop walking with probability d, the
expected length E[l] of the random walks is 1/d. Therefore
E[V(⋅)] = NE[l] = N/d (15)
From Equations 13, 14, and 15, we have
E[Wt(u)] ≤ E[πpro,t(u)] ⋅E[V(⋅)] ≈ (1 − θ)/(dN−θ) (16)
Similarly, we can show that E[Wt(v)] ≈ (1 − θ)/(dN−θ) for
all v ∈ Uinf,t andWt(v) is the number of random walks that
visit v. This means, on average, each node of Gt is visited
by only a small proportion of random walks. Therefore,
the cost for storing the information of random walks at the
nodes of Gt is linear to the number of nodes.
Now, let Wt(u∣∣v) be the number of random walks that
visit u or v. We then have to re-sample Wt(u∣∣v) walks to
update the propagation rank once a new (u,x, v) instance
is observed. Since Wt(u∣∣v) ≤Wt(u) +Wt(v), hence,
E[W (u∣∣v)] ≤ E[Wt(u)] +E[Wt(v)] ≈ (2 − 2θ)/(dN−θ)
This means we only have to re-sample a small proportion of
existing random walks. In other words, the computational
cost for incremental updating the propagation rank accord-
ing to a new propagation instance is almost constant.
Implementation notes. In practice, each propagation
instance does not significantly change the behavioral factors.
Moreover, the propagation instances of viral or susceptible
users or of viral items often occur within a short time win-
dow, leading to large overlap between the sets of random
walks to be re-sampled. It is therefore more practical not to
perform the updating for every new propagation instance,
but after accumulating them for some short time window.
7. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed models in three
experiments. Firstly, we compare the users’ and items’ be-
havioral factors obtained by different models, and illustrate
the differences between the models through some case ex-
amples. Secondly, we evaluate the accuracy of the models.
Finally, we evaluate the efficiency of the incremental model.
7.1 Dataset
Data collection. We employed the following steps to
collect a large dataset from Twitter. We first manually
#propagating users 143,169
#infected users 419,428
#items 123,542
#propagation instances 2,824,494
#time steps 743
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Figure 5: (a) Statistics of the experimental dataset,
and (b) Distributions of propagation instances over
users and items
Table 3: Acronyms for different models
AcronymModel Target factor
pc Static Propagation Count User virality
t-pc Temporal Propagation Count User virality
fo Static Fan-Out User virality
t-fo Temporal Fan-Out User virality
ic Static Infection Count User susceptibility
t-ic Temporal Infection Count User susceptibility
p Static Popularity Item virality
t-p Temporal Popularity Item virality
vc Static Viral Coefficient Item virality
t-vc Temporal Viral Coefficient Item virality
mdu
Static Mutual Dependency &
All three factorsUnbiased Model
t-mdu
Temporal Mutual Dependency &
All three factorsUnbiased Model
inc Incremental Model All three factors
selected a set of highly followed Twitter users in Singa-
pore. They include the accounts of local sport and enter-
tainment celebrities, political parties, politicians, mass me-
dia and bloggers. We expanded this set by adding more
Singapore-based users2 that are at most two hops away (by
following relationship) from some user in the original set.
Using Twitter Stream APIs3, we then obtained all tweets
and retweets by the users in the set. In this work, we use
all tweets in October 2014 to simulate a live tweet stream.
This set includes 35,491,260 tweets and retweets posted by
525,632 users. As the dataset contains tweets from almost all
Twitter users in the country (Singapore) and covers a long
period of time, we expect content propagation and temporal
dynamics of users’ and items’ behavioral factors in the data.
Item adoption and propagation. In this work, we use
hashtags as content items, similar to some previous works
[30, 17, 31]. We consider user u adopts hashtag h when u
posts a tweet containing h. Also, if user v retweets an orig-
inal tweets from u that contains h, u is said to propagate h
to v. We filtered away hashtags shorter than 2 characters
excluding the # symbol. These short hashtags do not have
clear semantics and are often the prefix of other truncated
hashtags due to Twitter’s tweet length constraint. We also
excluded hashtags longer than 20 characters as such hash-
tags are unpopular.
Figure 5 (a) shows that the dataset is very large with
more than 120K items being propagated from more than
140K propagating users to more than 400K infected users.
Figure 5 (b) shows the distributions of propagation instances
over users and items in log-log scale. The figure shows that
the dataset has power law-like distributions with most users
propagated (or infected with) only a few items, and most
items are propagated (infected) by only a few users.
7.2 Experiment Settings
In our experiments, we set each time step to one hour,
2A Twitter user is considered Singapore-based user if her
profile location is Singapore
3https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview
Table 2: Average Pearson rank correlation coefficients between scores for (a) users’ virality and (b) suscep-
tibility, and (c) items’ virality obtained by different methods.
(a)
pc t-pc fo t-fo mdu t-mdu inc
pc 1 0.50 0.55 0.43 0.91 0.60 0.60
t-pc - 1 0.18 0.19 0.50 0.97 0.97
fo - - 1 0.82 0.46 0.24 0.24
t-fo - - - 1 0.40 0.25 0.25
mdu - - - - 1 0.63 0.62
t-mdu - - - - - 1 0.99
(b)
ic t-ic mdu t-mdu inc
ic 1 0.49 0.82 0.56 0.56
t-ic - 1 0.46 0.97 0.97
mdu - - 1 0.58 0.58
t-mdu - - - 1 0.99
(c)
p t-p vc t-vc mdu t-mdu inc
p 1 0.83 0.26 0.20 0.91 0.86 0.86
t-p - 1 0.41 0.41 0.80 0.93 0.95
vc - - 1 0.93 0.14 0.30 0.31
t-vc - - - 1 0.13 0.30 0.31
mdu - - - - 1 0.90 0.87
t-mdu - - - - - 1 0.98
Figure 3: Case examples of (a) viral users, (b) susceptible users, and
(c) viral items at time t = 360. #ni is the number of new propagation
instance in the time step.
(a) Profile of example viral users
pc t-pc fo t-fo buitem buitem,t buinf buinf,t #ni mdu inc t-mdu
user-a 31K+ 2,786.0 42.9 34.6 0.87 0.86 0.96 0.92 227 18K+ 1,568.6 1,585.4
user-b 157K+ 5,043.9+ 561.9 403.7 0.77 0.59 0.96 0.89 124 73K+ 1,228.7 1,256.8
(b) Profile of example susceptible users
ic t-ic bvitem bvitem,t bvpro bvpro,t #ni mdu inc t-mdu
user-c 398 6M+ 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.9 11 119.5 52.3 61.9
user-d 878 4M+ 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 1 308.1 36.3 41.3
(c) Profile of example viral items
p t-p vc t-vc bxpro bxpro,t bxinf bxinf,t #ni mdu inc t-mdu
item-x 870 837.7 1.5 1.5 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 600 389.2 593.6 435.0
item-y 53K+ 447.2 2.1 1.4 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 36 20K+ 208.2 172.5
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Figure 4: Average Jaccard coefficient
between top K users and items re-
turned by the t-mdu and inc models
across time steps.
or 743 time steps in total. For the temporal models, the
temporal weight 1
ǫ
is set to 21/24, implying that each adop-
tion/ propagation instance decays by a half after one day,
or almost completely decayed after 5 days (or 120 hours) as
suggested in [41]. For both the static and temporal mutual
dependency & unbiased models, the weight β is empirically
set to 2. In approximating propagation rank by random
walks, we use the same parameters as in previous works [3,
4]. That is, to set d to 0.15, the maximum length of the
random walks L to 20. Lastly, we set the short time window
for updating the walks to 15 seconds (see Implementation
notes in Section 6.3).
For convenience, we summary in Table 3 the acronyms
used to denote different models for users’ virality and sus-
ceptibility, and items’ virality.
7.3 Score Analysis
Similarity between models. For every time step, we
compute Pearson’s rank correlation coefficient (PRCC) be-
tween the scores returned by different models. Tables 2 (a),
(b), and (c) show the average PRCC between pairs of mod-
els across all the time steps. We arrive at the following
findings. Firstly, as expected, the models of the same type,
i.e., static or temporal, are quite correlated with each other
(with PRCC ≥ 0.50) but not always correlated with models
of other type. Secondly, count based models (pc, t-pc, p
and t-p) and proportion based models (fo, t-fo, vc and t-
vc) are not highly correlated as the PRCC between them are
not high. Thirdly, the mdu and t-mdu are similar to but
not the same with count based models pc and t-pc respec-
tively. Lastly, the t-mdu and inc models are very similar
in ranking users and items by their virality (susceptibility).
The proposed temporal and incremental models:
top users and items. We further evaluate the similarity
between t-mdu and inc models by comparing their top K
users and items by virality/ susceptibility. Figure 4 shows
the average Jaccard coefficient of top K users/items of the
two models, over all the time steps, with K varied from 5
to 100. The figure clearly shows that the coefficients are
consistently high across different Ks. This means t-mdu
and incmodels return almost the same top viral/susceptible
users/items.
7.4 Case Examples
Viral user example. Table 3 (a) shows the profiles of
two users having very different number of propagation in-
stances. user-a is a entertainment celebrity, and user-b is
a sport fan club. user-b has the number of propagation in-
stances (pc) and fan-out (fo) that are 5 and 10 times higher
than those of user-a respectively. However, users-a propa-
gated items more diversely (as measured by buitem). Hence,
according to the mdu model, user-b’s virality score is only
4 times higher than user-a. At time step t = 360, user-a
generates many more propagation instances than user-b and
also propagates more diversely (as measured by buitem,t).
This suggests that user-a is more viral than user-b at this
time step. The t-mdu model is able to assign higher virality
score to user-a due to its ability to consider temporal aspect
of the data.
Susceptible user example. Similarly, in Table 3 (b),
user-c is a news aggregator who actively retweets from Ko-
rean music celebrities, and user-d is a sport player. His-
torically, user-d has been often infected with items more
diversely. Hence, it is reasonable that user-d is assigns a
higher susceptibility score by the static models. However, in
time step t = 360, user-c is infected with many more items
propagated by different users. The t-mdu model therefore
assigns higher susceptibility score to user-c at this time step.
Viral item example. Lastly, in Table 3 (c), item-x is
a hashtag for tweeting about an entertainment event, and
item-y is a hashtag indicating that a Twitter user is willing
to follow other users. The table shows that item-y was prop-
agated many time in the past, while item-x is much more
diversely propagated by more users in time step t = 360. It
is thus more appropriate for t-mdu model to assign higher
virality to item-x than item-y unlike the other models.
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Figure 6: Average proportion of retweets in next
time step that are generated by either top K viral
users, top K susceptible users, or top K viral items.
7.5 Accuracy Evaluation
Evaluating methodology. Since there is no ground
truth for users’ and items’s virality/ susceptibility, we use
future retweets observed in the next time step as the proxy
for evaluating the accuracy of the different models. We ex-
pect that, at each time step, top viral and susceptible users
and top viral items are the ones generating most retweets in
the next time step. Moreover, since each retweet is jointly
contributed by the users’ and items’ behavioral factors, we
evaluate the joint contribution by the users and items in gen-
erating future retweets. That is, for each model and at each
time step t, we count the number of retweets at time t+1 by
either the model’s top K viral users, top K viral items, or
top K susceptible users at time t (K ∈ {10,20,⋯,100}). We
then normalize the count by the total number of retweets
at t+ 1 to get the proportion of retweets generated by these
top K users & items. Models having higher proportions
across time steps are therefore more accurate in measuring
the users’ and items’ behavioral factors.
For existing models, we combine them so as to perform the
prediction task using all the behavioral factors together. For
example, pc & ic & p denotes the combination where user
virality, user susceptibility, and item virality are measured
by pc, ic, and p models respectively. The other combina-
tions are named in a similar manner.
Results. Figure 6 shows the average proportion of retweets
returned by different models over all time steps, and with
different values of K. The results yield the following obser-
vations. Firstly, all temporal models outperform the corre-
sponding static models. This shows the effectiveness of the
proposed temporal weighting scheme. Secondly, the mdu
and t-mud models outperform both static and temporal
variants of the existing models. Lastly, as we expected, the
incremental model (inc) shares similar performance with the
proposed temporal model t-mdu, and outperforms all other
models. We further conducted significant tests to examine
these differences in the models’ prediction performance. The
tests showed that both the inc and t-mdu models outper-
form the other models significantly, while the difference in
their performance is less significant.
7.6 Incremental Model Evaluation
The above experiments show that the inc model is as
effective as the t-mdu model. We now evaluate the speedup
of inc compared with the t-mdu model, and the cost of each
incremental update in inc model.
Speedup ratio. We found that on average the itera-
tive computation method used in t-mdu model needs more
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Figure 7: Average proportion of random walks need
to be re-sampled in incremental updating the prop-
agation rank after every 15 seconds.
than 10 iterations over all users and items to reach the con-
vergence. This means the computation of the inc model is
more than 10 times faster than that of the t-mdu model
as the inc model uses only 1 iteration.
Incremental updating cost. Finally, we examine the
empirical cost of incremental updating the propagation rank
approximation in the inc model. Recall that we do not up-
date the approximation for each single propagation instance,
but after every 15 seconds. Figure 7 shows the average pro-
portion of the random walks needed to be re-sampled in
different bins of total number of the walks N . The figure
clearly shows that, as we expected, the proportion is higher
when N is small, and is much lower when N increases. The
fact that the proportion in the first bin (N < 10K) is smaller
than in the second bin (10K ≤ N ≤ 20K) is also expected.
For most cases in the second bin, the propagation graph is
more dense, and hence each user is generally visited by more
random walks. Therefore, each new propagate instance re-
quires us to re-sample more walks. However, in other bins,
the propagation graph is larger but less dense, making the
proportion drops drastically. On average, there is less than
5% of walks need to be re-sampled.
8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed static, temporal, and incremen-
tal models for measuring user virality, user susceptibility,
and item virality from large propagation data streams. Our
proposed models consider inter-relationships between these
behavioral factors as well as their unbiasness. The mod-
els also work in more practical settings than many existing
models. We conducted a series of experiments to show that
our models are more intuitive and outperforms the existing
models. We also showed that the incremental model is much
more computationally efficient than the temporal models.
In the future, we would like to extend the models to mea-
sure user and item factors specific to topics as the factors
may vary across topics [18]. We would also like to calibrate
more fine-grained factors underlying the behavioral factors.
These fine-grained factors include users’ social influence, and
sentiment and linguistic features of items’ content.
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